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Abstract

In this paper an exchange economy with price rigidities is considered. To obtain an equilib-
rium we allow for rationing on excess supply and on excess demand. Such an equilibrium
is called a constrained equilibrium. It is shown that the rationing schemes allowed are very
general. Several properties of the set of constrained equilibria are considered. More specif-
ically, well-known properties like the existence of constrained equilibria with an unrationed
numeraire commodity, supply constrained equilibria with at least one unrationed commod-
ity, and demand constrained equilibria with at least one unrationed commodity follow as
special cases from the theorems proved. Finally it is shown that the equilibrium corre-
spondence, which assigns to each specification of initial endowments and set of admissible
prices thc s~t of all possiblc constraiuod equilibriurn allocations, is upper semi-continuous.
In order to prove these results a generalization of an existing continuity result of the budget
correspondence is given.



1 Introduction

7'o prove the existence of a Walrasian equilibrium, prices have to be assumed to be com-
pletcly flexible. If the constraints imposed by price rigidities are included in the set of
admissible prices a Walrasian equilibrium price does not necessarily exist. 'I'o reach an equi-
librium of an economy wíth price rigidities, quantity adjustments by means of rationing are
made instead of price adjustments. If price rigidities and quantity rationing are included
into a general equilibrium model, an equilibrium concept has to be defined which differs
from the one used by Debreu (1959). The corresponding equilibria are called constrained
equilibria. ~'he constraints on the set of admissible prices are given by lower and upper
bounds on the prices on each market and are based on Drèze (1975). Models with linked
prices, like for example Kurz (1982), van der Laan (1984), and Dehez and Drèze (1984), are
not considered in this paper. However, making some substitutions, the set of admissible
prices considered in these papers is similar to the case where the set of admissible prices is
obtained by specifying upper and lower bounds.

In Drèze's model the consumers express their rationed demand. This means that the
excess demand of a consumer must satisfy the rationing constraints. Others, like Benassy
(1975) and Malinvaud (1977) consider the effective demand of a consumer. In his effective
demand of some cornmodity, the consumer does take into account the rationing constraints
on all markets, except the market of that commodity. This kind of analysis will not be
performed in this paper.

In Drèze (1975) the existence of a constrained equilibrium without rationing on the mar-
ket of an a priori chosen commodity is shown. The condition that there is no rationing on
the market of at least one commodity guarantees that the constrained equilibrium obtained
is non-trivial. Moreover the condition guarantees that no problems arise with respect to the
continuity of the budget correspondence of the consumers. In van der Laan (1980) and Kurz
(1982) it has been remarked that supply rationing is observed more frequently in real world
economies than demand rationing. In van der Laan (1982) the existence of a constrained
equilibrium with supply rationing only and with at lcast one market without rationing
has been proved, using the technique of simplicial approximation oí equilibria. In van der
I.aan and Talman (1990) this result is proved without using the simplicial approximation
technique.

In this paper the above results will be extended in two ways. First the rationing schemes
allowed will be more general. Secondly it will be shown that a continuum of constrained
oqnilibria exists, which is in accordancc~ with the exarnples given in Riihm and Miiller
( 1977) and with thc results obtained in van der Laan and 'I'alrnan (1990). A continuurn
of correspondences will be given such that each correspondence has a fixed point and each
fixed point corresponds with a constrained equilibrium. It will be shown that without loss
of generality the situation on a market, which is determined by the rationing scheme and
the price, can be described by one parameter, which is called the pseudo-price. A pseudo-
price determines either the level of demand rationing, or the price, or the level of supply
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rationing. IL is shown in Section 3 thal for every given value of a pseudo-price of an a priori
chosen commodity, a constrained equilibrium exists. In order to give a proof of this result
an extension of the proof of the continuity of the budget correspondence of Drèze (1975) is
needed. This proof is given in Section 2.

In Section 4 it is shown that there exists a constrained equilibrium with every pseudo-
pricc lcss than or cqual to a valu~ sp~cificd for cach market, and with at lcast onc pseudo-
price equal to this value. Thereby the result that a constrained equilibrium with only supply
tationing and at least one market without rationing exists, is generalized. Although van der
Laan (1980) and Kurz (1982) argued that in real world economies supply rationing seems
to occur more frequently than demand rationing, recent experiences in Eastern Europe
show that also constrained equilibria with demand rationing are interesting. Extensions
of the results in Lhis way are given in Section 5. I~or an explicit rnodelling of demand
rationing in a socialist economy, see Iloycko ( l99`l). In Section 5 it is shown that tlrere
exists a constrained equilibrium with every pseudo-price greater than or equal to a value
specified for each market, and with at least one pseudo-price equal to this value. A special
case is the existence of a constrained equilibrium with only demand rationing and at least
one market without rationing. These results depend again on the proof of the continuity
of the budget correspondence in Section 2. It is shown that using the correspondences o[
the Sections 3, 4, and 5, all kind of constrained equilibria can be obtained. Hence it is
possible to compute an approximation of a constrained equilibrium satisfying any of the
above mentioned p~ ~verties.

Civen tlie consumption sets and the preferences of tlie consumers, tFie equilibrium cor-
respondence assigns to each specification of initial endowments and set of admissible prices
the set of all possible constrained equilibrium allocations. In Section 6 it is shown that the
equilibrium correspondence is upper semi-continuous. This is an extension of Theorem 1.4
of Laroque and Polemarchakis (1978). There it is shown that, in case the lower bound on
the set of admissible prices is equal to the upper bound on the set of admissible prices, the
correspondence which assigns to each specification of initial endowments and fixed price the
set of constrained equilibria without rationing on an a priori chosen numeraire commodity,
has a closed graph.

2 The Continuity of the Budget Correspondence in a Model
with Price Rigidities

In this section a model is developed to deal with upper and lower bounds on the prices
in an exchange economy defined by F,' -({X', Y', w`};" r, I~fl,yl). There are m consumers
indexed i- 1,...,m and n commodities indexed j- 1,...,n-Each consumer is defined by
a consumption set X`, a preference ordering ~` on X', and a vector of initial endowments
w'. The allocation of initial endowments is denoted by w, so w- (w~,...,wm). The
set of admissiblc prices is denoted by l~r,,r,l. In the following for k E N, Ik denotes the
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set of integers {1,...,k} and R~ denotes Lhe non-negative orthant of the k-dimensional
Euclidean space Rk. If x, y E Rk then x ~ y means x~ ~ y~, dj E Ik, x~ y means x~ y
and 3j E Ik such that x~ 1 y~, and x~ y means x~ 1 yJ, dj E Ik. R~~ denotes the set
{x E Rk ~ z~ 0}. If A is a subset of R~` then Int(A) denotes the interior of A in Rk. With
respect to the economy E the following assumptions are made:

A1. X' is a convex, closed, non-empty subset of R", X' C R}, and X' f Rt C X'.

A2. The preference ordering ~' on .~C' is transitive, complete, continuous, strongly mono-
tonic, and convex.

A3. The initial resources w' are an element of Int(X').

A4. The set of admissible prices is equal to

P(n,á) -{p E Rt I~~ S pi C Pi ~ dJ E In },

for ~,p E R~~ such that p~ G p~, for all j E I,,.

As has been shown in Debreu (1959) these assumptions imply that it is possible to represent
the preferences of consumer i E I„~ by a continuous quasi-concave utility function u' from
.k'' into R.

A vector 1' such that 1' E -R~ denotes a constraint on the excess supply of consumer
i E I„~ and a vector L' such that L` E R~ denotes a constraint on the excess demand
of consumer i E I,,,. The constrained budget set of consumer i E Im at price p E R~},
rationing schernc (1`, I,') E-R~ x Rf, and initial endowrnents w' E int (X') , is equal to

B` ~p,1`, L`, w`) -{x` E X' Ip- x' G p. w', l' C x' - w' C L' }.

The constrained budget set of consumer i E I,,, is non-empty for all p E R~t, 1' E
-R~, L' E Rt, and w' E Int (X') , because w' E B' (p,1', L', w') .

The demand of consumer i E I,,, at price p E Rt}, rationing scheme (1`, L`) E -R~ x
R~, and initial endowments w' E Int (X'} , is denoted by Á' (p, l', L', w') and is given by

ó` ~p,1', L', w`) - S x' E B` (p, l', L', w`) u'(x') - max u'(y`) 1 .
y'EB'~A,t'.L',w')

The following definition of a constrained equilibrium is equal to the one given in Drèze
(1975).

Definition 2.1 (Constrained Equilibrium)
A constrained equilábrium of the economy E-({X', } ', w'};`1, Ply p)) is an element
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of llte sl~l
m m m

~.t ' X~- It.~ X~ It} X l~D.D)
i-1 i-1 i-1

such that

1. di E I,n : 2" E ót (p',
l'i~ Í.

~ rm ~ I~i -- rm ~ Ilrr -(~.

8. tIj E 1„ : x~h - w~ - L~h jor some h E I,,, implies x~i - w~ 1
x~h - w~ - l~h for some h E I,,, implies x~` - w~ G L~i di E I„~;

4. ~dj E I„ : p~ G p~ implíes L~i 1 x~' - w~ di E I„i, and p~ ~

x~i-w~ tJiElm.

l~' Ni E l,r„ and

P; implies hi C

In order to show the upper semi-continuity of the demand correspondence it is necessary
to show that the constrained budget correspondence Bi from R~t x-R~ x R~ x Int (X`)
into Xi is continuous for all i E I„~. In Drèze (1975) wi E Int (Xi) and P~p,yl are con-
sidered as given and it is shown that the correspondence Bi (., -, ., wi) is continuous at
(p, li, Li) E P~y,yl x -Rt x R~ when for some j E I,,, p~ ~ 0 and l~ C 0. This last condition
is restrictive if one wants to show the existence of a continuum of constrained equilibria,
especially if the rationing schemes are not uniform, as will be the case in the subsequent
sections. In Drèze (1975) some prices are allowed to be zero. However, it turns out that if
prices are all positive the budget correspondence is continuous, even if l~ - 0 for all j E I,,.
In order to show the upper semi-continuity of the equilibrium correspondence at initial en-
dowments satisfying Assumption A3 and set of admissible prices satisfying Assumption A4,
it is not enough to examine the continuity of the budget correspondence given wi E Int (Xi)
and P~y,yl, but instead the more general case proved in '1'heorem 2.2 has to be considered.

Theorem 2.2
For i E I,,,, if Xi is closed, convez, X' C R}, and Inl(Xi) ~~, then Bi is a continuous
r'orrespondrncr'jrom R~f x-R~ x R} x Inl(.aC') inln ,Ki.
Proof
Let (p, li, L', wi) E R~~ x-R~ x R~ x Int (Xi) .
The proof consists of two parts.

1. B' is upper semi-continuous at (p, li, Li, wi) .
2. Bi is lower semi-continuous at (p, li, Li, wi) .

1. Bi is upper semi-continuous al (p, li, L', w') .
Clearly, Bi (p, li, Li, wi) is non-empty, since wi E Bi (p, li, L i , and Bi is compact valued,
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sincc

B' (P, !`, L`, w') -{x' E X` I p- x' C p. w`, l` c x` - w' C L` }

is closed and x' E B' ( p, l', L', w') implies

Ilx~ II

and tlierefore B' (p, l', L', w') is bounded. Let ((p', l'', L'', w'')),EN be a sequence of points
of R~t x-R~ x R~ x Int (X') converging to (p, l', L`, w') and let (x'')sEN be a sequence
in X` with x'' E B` (p', l'', L'', w`') . The sequence (x'')sEN is bounded since

0 C x`' G max y max
P~Í Pn PI Pnlp'.w'' p'.w''~ lp w'. .~p w'~-

Let (x''~)iEN be a convergent subsequence of the sequence (x'')sEN w~th limit, say i'. It
will be shown that i' E B` (p,l`,L',w') thereby showing the upper semi-continuity of B'
at (p, l', L', w') . Clearly i' E X` since x''~ E X' and X' is closed. Moreover

C max p w~ P~ w~,..., ,
P1 Pn

~ ,~ ~ ,~
p.i' - limp' -x' G limP' 'w' -P'w`,

e~oo - syoo

i'-w`
~ ~ ~

lim (x`' - w'' ) 1 lim l'' -!',
~yoo - t-.oo

,r i ,o
lim (x' - w'' ) G lim L' - L'.
t--.oo e~oo

;

';?. B` is loiaer semi-conlinuous nt (p, l', h`, w') .
Let ((p', l`', L`', w''))aEN bc a sequence of points of R}~ x-R~ x R~ x Int (X `) . The
correspondence B' is lower semi-continuous at the point (p, l', L', w') E R~~ x-R~ x Rt x
Int (X') if

~P', l'', L'', w'') -~ ~P, l', L`, w`) and x' E B' (p, l', L`, w')

~ 3x`' such t.hat x'' E B' (p',l`', I'',TU`') and x'' --~ x`.

Two subcases havc~ to bc considcrcd.

2.1. p.(x'-w')G0.
2.2. p.(x'-w')-0.

2.I. p.(x'-w'~GO.
Define the following sets

J - {~Ix~~w~},

I~ - {7 I x~ - w~ } ,

L - {7Ix'~ G w'~}.
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Since w' E Int (X') there exists an e~ 0 such that ~~y' - w'll~ C e implies y' E X'. There
exists an s~ E N such that for all s~ s~, Il w`' - w`I~~ C F. For s 1 sl define

where if K - ~

andifK~O

(1)

F - w. w.
~'' - min j E K . (2)

El I ', - ' I I ~

It will be shown that a'' E X' for all s~ sl and that a'' -. x'. Clearly, for all s~ sl it
holds that 0 C a'' C I. If a'' - 1 then by ( 1) and ( 2), w~ - w~, dj E K, and

ai, - w;.
~ i

- w~, ~t n,

a~ - ~1''x~~(I-~`')w~, 7EJUL,

a~ - x~,

and so a'' E X'.
If ~'' C 1 then define

It will first be shown that b'' E X'.
Suppose j E K, then

I6~ -

If w~' - w~ then

and if w~' ~ w~ then

Ib~ - ~I -

Suppose j E J U L, then

I b~s - w~ I -

Ib~ -w)I-OCE,

Iw~' - w~~( C
1- min (`- wkE -wk I k E h~l

,w~ - w~

1-~'' ~

a''x~ f (1 - ~`') wi~ - ~i~xi : - I~, - w~
I - .~ ~

Iience, since II6'' - w'I~,p C~, b'' E X', and since

ll ~'~) b'~ I a'~~~'

6

- w~ - x~, `dj E K,
djEJUL,

6`' -

.I - w~ - ~'~xi ~
1-a'' -w~

C E.



it holds by the convexity of X' that a'' E X'.
Moreovcr

~'' - min

and so
-, w~ - x~, yj E ]{,
-r x~, Vj E J U L.

Hence there exists an s2 E N such that s2 ~ sl and for all s~ s2

a~'~w~,djEJ,anda~'Gw~,djEL.

Take s~ s~. For all j E J let

f ~ L' ,i~~ - nt~ - ~n!a

then 1.~.'~' ~ 0 because a~' - w~' 1 0 and L~' ~ 0. For all j E L, let

`~ l~ , ,~~ - a~' - w~

then ~~ 1 0 because a~ - w~' G 0 and l~ G 0. Finally, let

lC; -min({~~IjEJUL}U{1}).

Clearly, 0 ~~,; C 1. Next, let

c`' - w'' ~ ~'' (a'' - w'') ..

Because a'', w`' E X' and by the convexity of X` it holds that c`' E X`. Moreover, for j E J

a;e ta : t~ [ t ~a : :c~ - w~ - ~. a~ - w~' G~~ a~ - w~' - L~ ,

~~~ - w~~ - F~:s ~a~a - w~ ) ~ 0 1 !~ ,

for j E K

a;, - w~.
~ ~ ,aÍ - ~''x~ ~ (1 - J~' ~ w~'

w~' -~;' (a~ - w~ ) - 0 and so l~ G c`~ - w~ G L'~ ,

andforjEL

Further, for j E J

c~~ - w~ - 1~:~ ~á~~ - w~) ~ ~~ ( a'~ - w~') - 1~~,
.

c'~"-w~' - ~: a~ -w~ GOGL~.

.
L~ L~ x~ - w~

~ ~ - 1
- w'' x'. - w'- x'. - w'.~ ~ ~ ~ ~

?



andforjEL

~ a'' - w''~ ~
p . - . -.~ 1 . - 1.

~, l~ l~ x~ - w~

So ~;' --~ 1 and therefore

c'' - w''

Moreover,

[e
,

: '-w'-x`.

p'-(c''-w'') -~p.(x'-w') C0.

Therefore, there exists an s3 E N such that s3 ~ s~ and s~ s3 implies p' .(c'' - w'') C 0.
Hence, for s ~ s3,

c'' E B~ (p', l'', L~', w'') .

Construct the sequence (x'')sEN as follows:

s C s3, x'' is an arbitrary element of B' (p',1'', L'',
s ~ s3 x'' - c''.,

This sequence clearly has all the desired properties.
2.2. p-(x`-w')-0.
Two subsubcases have to be considered.

2.2.1. l' - 0.
2.2.2. I' C 0.

;

2.2.1. l' - 0.
Since z' - w' ~ I' and 1' - 0, x` ~ w'. Using p~ 0 this implies x' - w'. Obviously
w`' E B' ( p',!`', L'', w'') . Moreover, w'' ~ w' - x'. Construct the sequence (x'')~EN as
follows,

x''-w'', forallsEN.

This sequence clearly has all the desired properties.
2. 2. 2. l' c 0.
Define thc set

J-{jll'~~0}.

Since w' E lnt (X') there exists an a 1 0 such that ~ly' - w'll~ C a implies y` E X'. There
exists an sl E N such that for all s~ sl

Ilw''-w'll G2aandl'~'C0,`djEJ.~

Take s~ sl. Define e' ~ 0 by

E'-min~{-l)'IjEJ}U(2o~~
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and define w'' by

ws~ - ~', J E J,~
w~, J~J.

The following properties hold for w'' :

w''EX', l''Cw''-w''~O~L'', andp'.~''Cp'.

Moreover, w'' --. w' where, for e equal to (min{-l~ ~ j E J} U{2~}) ,

w~
w~

so

- w~ - e, j E ,J,
- w}, 7 ~ J,

(3)

w`EX', l'Cw'-w'GOcL`, andp.w'Cp-w'.

Consider the sequence (c'')aEN defined as in Part 2.1 of the proof. It may be assumed that
the elements of this sequence satisfy

c'' E X', 1'' C c'' - w'' C L'', and c'' ---, x'. (4)

If p' . c'' 1 p' - w'' then define a'' by

~~~ - p, w;. - p, ~~.

p, ' c;. - p, "w;.

and if p' - c'' C p' - w'' then define a'' - 1. Clearly 0 C a'' C 1. Define

d''-w''fa''(c''-w'').

Using the convexity of X`, d'' E X'. By (3) and (4)

d''-w'"-a''(c`'-w`') f (1-a`') ~w''-w'') ~l'',

d'' - w'' - a`' (c'' - w'' ) f ~1 - a'' ) (w'' - w'' ) C L'' .

Ifp'.c'' ~p'-w'' then by (5)

, `
p'~.-(p, w'.-p, w'.)P''c'~tlpjc,.-p~ w,.Jp''w`.-Pp,.~i~-P..w~~ p ,.c:.-p,.w;.

and if p' - c'' G p' - w'' then because .~'' - 1

P''~~ - P''c'~ SP''w''.

So d'' E B` (P',1'', L'', w'') . Using c'' - . x' and P ' x' - P' w',

P''w'~-P''w'~ P'w'-P'~'
, --i - 1p:.c; - p..w;~ p.w;-p.w;

w`',

(5)
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and so a'' y 1. Consequcntly

d`' -~ w` f(x' - w`) - x'.

Construct the sequence (x'')aEN as follows:

s C sl, x'' is an arbitrary element of B' (p', 1`', L'', w'') ;
s ~ sl, x'' - d''.

This sequence clearly has all the desired properties.

Q. I~;. I ).

From the following lemma it follows that the budget correspondence is convex valued.

Lemma 2.3
For i E I,,,, ij X' C Rn and X' is convez ihen the sel

B` (P, l`, L', w`) -{x' E X` I p. x' C P. w'' l' G x' - w` G L' }

i.ti runnrr jnr all (p, l`, l,', vr~) C- It'Í I x IZ'( x It'( x hrl( .1~' )-
Proof
Take x', y' E B' (p, l', L', w') and .1 E[0, 1]. Then by the convexity of X', .1 x' ~(1 -.~) y' E
X'. Moreover,

p.(.1x'~(1-.~)y')C~p-w'~-(1-a)p.w'-P'w',

Jrx'~-(1-a)y'-w'-a(x`-w')~(1-.~)(y~-w')1 ~l'f(1-.1)1`-l',

~x'i-(1-.~)y'-w'-~(x'-w`)f-(1-~)(yt-w')GaL'-F~(1-~)L'-L'.

So ax' f(1 -.~) y' E B' (P, l', L', w`) .

Q.E.D.

3 Existence of a Continuum of Constrained Equilibria

An equilibrium in an economy with price constraints can be obtained by using rationing
to clear the markets. A rationing system describes all rationing schemes permitted in the
economy. The rationing system on market j E In is a subset of - R~ x Rt specifying all
possible ways how excess demand of consumers might be bounded from below and from
above. Let Q be the set j-j; 1[0,1] . It is assumed that the rationing system can be described
by the functions 1 : Q x]~;̀ 1 Int ( X') --. -R}n and L : Q x rj;" 1 Int (X') -. R~". The
component (i - 1)n ~ j of l is denoted by l~ and the component (i - 1)n -}- j of L by
1,~, Vi E l,n, `dj E 1,,. Let the initial ~ndowinents w be givcn. '1'hcn for q~ E Q, h(q~,w) is
equa) to the maximal excess supply of consurner i E 1,,, on market j E 1,,, and for q2 E Q,

10



L~ (q, w) is equal to the maximal excess demand of consumer i E l,,, on mazket j E I,,. It
is assumed that for every i E I,,, the functions !~(., w) and L~(., w) only depend on q~ and
rj~, respoctivcly. Mor~~over, Lhc following assurnption is madc, which guarantc.rs that the
rationing system is Rexible enough to prove the existence of a constrained equilibrium.

A5. Let the allocation of initial endowments w E j~j;' 1 Int (X') be given. Then the íunc-
tions l'(., w) and L (. , w) are continuous on Q and satisfy for all i E I„j, j E I,,, ql E Q,

!~ (ql, w) - 0, if q~ - 0,

Í~ (ql, w) G-w~, if q~ - 1,

andíoralliEl,,,, jEl.,, q2EQ,

L~ (q2, w) ~~ w~ , if q~ - 0,
h~i

L~ (q2, w) - 0, if q~ - 1.

Below a few examples are given to illustrate the generality of the way the rationing system
is described. Only the expressions for the rationing of the excess supply are given. Similar
expressions for the rationing of the excess demand are easily obtained. It is not dif6cult to
vcrify that the examples satisfy Assumption A5.

Uniform rationing as described in Drèze (1975) is obtained by specifying

m

1~(41, w) - -4~ ~ w~ .
h-1

Let a real numbcr e 1 U be given. Ti~en fa.tlVÍling detc:: ;i. cd 'ry ini!isr~ Qn.tnWmPOLS,
equivalently to the rationing system in Kurz ( 1982), is obtained by specifying

~~(ql, w) - -(1 f E)q~ w'~.

Rationing determined by market share as in Weddepohl ( 1983), let numbers ~~ ~ 0 be
given such that ~;' r aJ - 1. Then,

1,(ql, w) -- 0~9~ ~ht wi
min {a~ ~ h E I,,,}

Rationing determined by priority (for a special case see Weddepohl (1987)), let a~ : l,,, -. I,,,
be a permutation specifying the order in which consumers are rationed on their excess supply
on market j. Then,

m

l~(q1, w) - - max {Q~ (i) - m f mq~, 0} ~ w~ .
h-1

11



It is even possible to allow for the rationing system consisting oï all kinds of rationing
schemes. So every element in the set -]-jm 1 j.j~1[0, ~h1 w~ ] is allowed as a rationing
scheme on excess supply and every element in the set jh" 1 j.j~1[0, ~h 1 w~ ] is allowed as
a rationing scheme on excess demand. To construct the functions ! and L the theorem
of Peano about the existence of a space-filling curve is used. For an easy treatise of this
theorem, see Section 2.3 ofArmstrong (1983). There a continuous function f 1 is constructed
from [0, 1] onto a triangle. It is not difficult to construct a continuous function fz from
the triangle onto jlk-~ [0,1]. Then the function fz o ft is a continuous function from [0,1]
onto j-[k-t (0,1] . Using the function fz o j~ it is not diN'icult to construct a continuous
fimction gz from [0, 1] onto nk-1 [0, l] having the additional property that gz (0) -(0, 0)
and gz (1) -(1,1). For K~ 3 define gK :[j~il [0,1] -~ jjk ~[O,1J by

x-~
9K(xi,...,xh-1)- (gK-1(xt,...,xx-z),xh-1), dxE ~ [0,1].

k-1

Clearly gh~ is continuous and onto for all K 1`l. Let the function hz :[0, 1] -~ jjk-~ [0, 1]
be equal to gz. For K ~ 3 define hK :[0, 1] --. jjkt[0, 1] by

hh (x) - 9h ~hK-~ (x)) , x E [~, 1] -

Then hk is continuous and onto for all K ~ 2. Now a rationing system where all possible
kinds of rationing schemes are allowed can be obtained by taking

m

l)(qt , w) - -h;"(qj ) ~ w~
h-1

and taking L~(qz, w) similarly. It is easily verified that by the way the function hm is con-
structed, it is guaranteed that Assumption A5 is satisfied and that all possible rationing
schemes are obtained. It is possible to construct the rationing system of the last example

because, contrary to other papers, it is not assumed that l~ or L~ are monotone functions.

Definition 3.1 (Constrained Equilibrium Satisfying a Rationing System)
A constrained equilibrium of the economy E-({1C',}',w'};"„P~ypl) with rationing sys-

tem (l L) is an element (xr1 x'm l'1 1'm L'1 L'm p') of the set j-j~̀ 1 X' x, ,..., , ,..., , ,.. , ,
jj;̀ 1-R~ x r[;̀ 1 Rt x P~y,yl such that the jour conditions of Deftnilíon 2.1 are satisfied
and, additionally, there exists a q'~ E Q and a qsz E Q such that

l(9~~, w) - (l.l .. ,1~.,`),

L(9~Z,w) - (L.1~..., L'm).

Let R be thc subset of R~~ given by

lZ -{r E ~tff ~ ri C ri}n, tl7 E 1„} .

12



Notice that an element r E R can be used to specify a set of admissible prices Pr satisfying
Assumption A4. Define the components j E I„ of the function p : Q x R-a Rtt by

Pi (q, r) - max {r~, min {r~ (2 - 34i) ~ ri~n (39i - 1) , ritn}} , V(q, r) E Q x R.

Let the functions 1 and L specifying a rationing system be given. Then define the functions
1 : Q X jI;" 1 Int (X') ~-R~" and L: Q x j-j;" 1 Int (X`) --~ Rtn by

m
1(q, w) - l(min {in, 3q} , w) , d (q, w) E Q x~ Int (X') ,

i-1
m

L(q, w) - L(max {0, 3q - 2an} , w) , b' (q, w) E Q x~ Int (X') ,
i-1

where in denotes thr. n-dimensional vector containing only ones. The minimum and max-
imum are taken componentswise. '1'hese functions are used in the equilibrium existence
proofs. Notice that if q~ 1 3 then !~(q, w) G-w~ and if q~ C 3 then L~(q, w) ~~h~; w~.

Theorem 3.2
Let 6e given the economy E-({Xi, ~i, wi}m 1, Ply,yl) with rationing system ( l, L) and let
the Asstimptions A!, A2, A3, A4, and A5 be salisfied. IJq' E Q is such lhat there exists

x"` E b` ~P(q", p, P), l` (q", w) , L' ( 9", w) , w') (6)

Jor all i E 1,,, such that
m m
~xai - [~,~i' (,l)

i-1 i-L1
then q' 4nduces a constrained equíliórium (x`l, ..., z'n`, !(q', w), L(q', w), p(q', p, p)) oJ the
economy E with rationing system (l, L).
Proof
By the definitions of p, l, and L, p(q', p, p) E P~p,yl, and there are q'1 E Q and q'~ E Q such

that l(q', w) - l(q'1, w) G 0 and L( q', w) - L(q'2, w) ~ 0. 'fherefore the additional con-
ditions of Definition 3.1 are satisfied. Conditions 1 and 2 of Definition 2.1 of a constrained
cquilibrinm, r~quiring that

z"` E b` (P(q",~,P),l`(q",w),I,'(q`,v~),w`) ,

and
m m
[~ xai - ~ ,~i[J t
i-1 i-1

respectively, are satisfied, using (6) and (7). Now the Conditions 3 and 4 of Definition 2.1
are examined. Clearly, for all i E I,,, and j E I,,,

na
ai i-~ h-[~ ah i ~ hxi - w~ w~ [J x~ - wi C w~

h-1 h~i h~i

13
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and
yí [ t (n)x~ - w~ ? -w~. J

If for some k E 1„ there is an h E 1,,, such that xkh - wk - Lk (q`, w) then by (8)
Lk (q`, w) C~;~h wk and therefore qk ~ 3 and hence lk (q`, w) C-wk, di E I,,,. Then (9)
implies

2k' - wk ~ I`k (9w, w), `di E Im,

thereby satisfying the first part of Condition 3.

If for some k E I„ there is an h E I,,, such that xkh - wk - Ik (9~, w) then by (9) !k (q', w) 1

-wk and therefore qk C 3 and hence Lk (q', w) 1 ~h~; wk, Vi E I,,,. Then ( 8) implies -

xk' - tO,`E G Lk (q', w), bi E Inu

thcreby satis[ying the sccond part o[ Conditiou 3.
1[ [or some k E ln, pk(q', p, p) C pk then q,~ C 3 and Lherc[orc Lk (q', w) ~~h~; wk, bi E
I,,,, and this implies by (8) that

xk - wk C Lk (q~. w) , tli E I,n.

Also if for some k E I,,, pk(q', p, p) 1 pk then qk ~ 3 and therefore lk (q', w) C-wk,
tli E I,,,, and this implics by (9) that

xk' - wk 1 lk (q', w), di E h,,.

So Condition 4 is also satisfied.

Q.E.D.

The following theorem shows that there is no loss of generality if the functions l, L and p
are used, in the sense that all constrained equilibrium allocations are obtained.

Theorem 3.3
I,et be given lhe economy E-({X',~`,w'}~` ~, P~y,pl) wilh rationing syslem (l, L) and lcl

the Assumptions A1, A2, A9, A4, and A5 6e satisfted. If q'1 E Q and q`~ E Q is such that

(xi1, ..., x'n`, l(q'1, w), L(q'2, w), p') is a constrained equilibrium of the economy E with

ralioning syslem ( l, l,), then there rxists a q' E Q such that

(x.t
...,x'm,l(9rt,w),L(9w,w),p(9~,p,P))

is a constrained equilibrium of the economy E with rationing system (l, L).
Proof
I)rliu~~

J-{7 E I„ ~ 3i E ~,,, such that x~' - w~ - 1~(q'~,w)},

k' -{7 E In ~ 3i E 1,,, such that x~' - w~ - l;~(q`Z,w)},

l, - I„`(.IUIi).

14



ISy l'~in~lili~~n 3 ul 1)~,linil.iun L.I {.l, h, l.) is a partil.i~~u „f 1,,. Ity ('~~n~lil.i,~n I~~f I)~~liniti~rn
2.1, p~ ~r~, Vj ( J, aud P~ - V~, Vj c k". M~~muv~~r p~ G p~ G p~, Vj E l,. I)~~lin~~ q' I~y

q~ - 3 9~ ~, Vj E J,

4~ -3f3q~2, d.lEK,
q~ - Z, Vj E L with p~ - p~,

~ n~ }P~-2p,q~ - 3~Df-P )' V~ E L with p~ G pi-
,

Clcarly, for all i E l,,, it holds that

!~ (9~, w) - ~~(9t, w),dj E J, (10)

L~ (q',w) - L~(q'2, w),Vj E K, (11)

P(q`,p,P) - P,dj E I,,. (12)

By Condition 3 of Definition 2.1 and the definition of L it holds for all i E I,,, that

Vj E J U L: x~` - w'~ G L~(q`Z, w), (13)

Vj E K U L: l~(q`L, w) G x~' - w~. (14)

Moreover, for all i E I,,,,

VjEJUL:L~(q',w)~~w~,
h~i

(15)

Vj E K U L: Í~ (q', tv) G-w~. (16)

If it is shown that for all i E I,,,

x~t E b` (P(9rt, p, P),1' (4~, w) , L' (4~, w) , w`~ ,

then Theorem 3.3 is proved, using Theorem 3.2. Suppose that for some h E I,,,, x`h ~
óh(P(9~, p, P), Ih(9~, w), Lh(q', w), wh). Clearly x'h E Bh(P(q', p, n), Ih(q`, w), Lh(9', w), wh)
by (10), (11), (12), (15), and (16). Hence for some

yh E Bh(P(q ', p, n), ~"(q', w), Lh(q', w), wh)
it holds t}iat

uh(yh) ~ ith(x.h) (17)

and yh ~ Bh(P(9~, p, P), fh(9~~, w), Lh(q'2, w), wh). Define for all ~ E(0,1) , yh (~) bY

yh (~) - ~yh f (1 - a) x"h.

Using Lemma 2.3 it is clear that

yh (~) E Bh (P(9~, p, P), Ih (q~, w) , Lh (4~, w) , wh) - (18)
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Using the convexity of ~n and (17) gives un(yn(a)) ~ un(x'n) llowever, if a is sufficiently

close to zero, then yn(a) E Bn(p(q',p,p),ln(q'~,w),Ln(q'Z,w),wn) using ( 10), (11), (13),

( I 1) and (1R). 'I'his Riv~s a contr:uli~~ti~in, h~~~aus~~

x~n E bn(I~q~,p,P),ln(9~~,,a), l.n(q'l,w),wn).

'1'bc followiug thcoroin makes clc~ar that thcrc i~xists a continuurn uf constrained cyuilibrix.
Using somewhat stronger assumptions than Assumptions A1 and A2, a similar result is
obtained in van der Laan and Talman (1990) for the case of the uniform rationing system.

Theorem 3.4
Let be given the economy E-({Xi, }i, wi};" ~, PlP,yl) with rntioning system (l, L) and let
the Assumptions A1, A2, A3, A4, and A5 be satisfied. I,et k E I„ and ~ E [0, 1] be given.
Then there Pzisls n q' E Q snch thnl qk - a and q' indxces a constrained equilibrium

(x.i~...,x'n`,l(9i,w),L(4 ,w),P(9~,p,P))

of the economy E with `rationing system (l, L).
Proof
For all i E I,,,, define the set Xi by

r p - wi ~ (p. - p~) tai. l
X'-(2'EX'Ix~C ~ ~,tljEl„ 1 ,

l ~~
and define Qk,a -{q E Q ~qk -~}. Clearly, Qk,a and all Xi are compact, convex and
non-empty sets in R.". Define the correspondcncr lak,a : jT;'-i X` -i Qk,a bY

(xi x,.`)
- ~q E Qk,aÍtk,a ` , . . . ,

m

q.~(x'-w') 1
i-1

i i 1 m iq~~(x -w),d9EQk,a ,d(x,...,x )E~X.
i-t ,-i

Obviously, if j E 1„ and j ~ k then

m

~ (x~ - w~) ~ 0 and q E llk,~ (x~ , . . , xn`) ~ 9i - l ,
i-l
m
~(x~ - w~) G 0 and y E lik,,~ ~x~ ,..., x"`) ~ q~ - 0.
i- l

(19)

('LO )

Notice that for all i E I,,, and q E Q, xi E 6i(p(q, P , p), li(q, w), L'(q, w), wi) implies x' E X'.
For all i E Im define the correspondence 8i : Qk„~ -. X i by ái (q) - bi(p(q, p, p), !i(q, w), Li(q, w), mi ),
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for all q E Qk„a, and the correspondence ~p : jjm 1 Xi x Qk,a -~ j-j;" 1 Xi x Qk,a by

m m
1 m - -i 1 m 1 m E X' xy~ x ,...,x ,9 - ~ ó (q) x l~k.a x ,...,x ) , tl (x ,...,x ,q) ~ Qk,a.

i-t i-t

Recalling that Qk,a is non-empty and compact it follows easily from the maximum theorem
that ~ak,a : rj;̀ 1 Xi ~ Qk,a is non-empty valued and upper semi-continuous on n;̀ 1 X i.

By Theorem 2.2, the continuity of 1(., w) , L(., w) and p(., p, p), the continuity of the func-
tions f and g defined by f(x) - min {c", 3x} and g (x) - max {0, 3z - 2c"} , x E Q, the
continuity of the utility functions, and by the maximum theorem, it follows that the corre-
spondence ói(p(., p, p), li(., w), Li(~, w), wi) is non-empty valued and upper semi-continuous
on Q. Tt~erefore the correspondence 6' is non-empty valued and upper semi-continuous

on Qk,a. llence the correspondence cp is non-empty valued and upper semi-continuous on

nin1 X' x Qk,~. I.Ct ( xl ,..., xm, 9) E n in 1 X' x Qk,a. Then the set

nr
i 1 m

~ ó(q) x l~k,a x,..., x
i-1

is convex, because for all i E I,,, and q E Qk,a, ói (q) is convex by the convexity of ~i and
the convexity of thc~ budget rorrespondence (Lemma 2.3), and bc~cause ~~k,.~ (xr, ..,xn`) is
r~onvc~x for all (r,~, ..,x"`) E [-[;" i.k~i as is casily verificd. Obviously, thc sct j[m ~~`xQk,a
is convex, cornpact, and non-ernpty. Ilence all conditions of Kakul,ani's fixed point throrern
are satisfied and the correspondence y~ has a fixed point

m
.1 rm r ~ ix,...,z ,q E X x Qk,a

i-1

satisfyinf;

xr' E ó' ( 9r) - ó' ~P(9r, p, P),1' ( 4~, w) , Lt (4 , w) , w') ,`di E Im, (21)

and
r .1 rm) .q" E ~k,a `x , . . . , x

It will be shown that all the conditions of a constrained equilibrium are satisfied at

(x.r
...,x"..`,1(9",w),L(4~,w),P(9",~,P)).

Condition 1 follows imlmediately by (21). Using Assumptions A1 and A2 it is clear that

,~~
P~9`, p, P) .~( x.~ - w`) - 0.

icl

Suppose there exists an h E I„ such that

m m
ri ixh C wh.

i-1 i-1

(22)

(23)
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Two cases are possible, h~ k and h- k.
If h~ k then by the definition of ~k,a, qh - 0, and so for all i E I,,,, Ih (q', w) - 0.
Consequently for all i E fm, xh' 1 wh, and therefore ~~` r xh ~~~"r wh, a contradiction
with (23). - -
Supposc h- k. 'I'hr~n clc~arly jik(4',p,p) ~ pA ~ 0. " 1'his implir~ti utiing ( 2`l) that Lhorc is a
g E In, g~ k, such thal

m

~
t-i

m

~ ~ wg. (24)
~-i

This implies using the definition of pk,a, that qy - 1 and so Ly (q', w) - 0, for all i E I„~.
Hence, for all i E Im, x9' G wg and therefore ~;" 1 x9' G~ì 1 w9. This is a contradiction
with (24). Consequently

m m
~ x.: ~ ~ w: (25)
:-i ;-r

From ( 22), (25), and p (q`, p, p) ~ 0, it follows that ~;" 1 x" -~;̀ 1 w'. Hence Condition
2 of a constrained equilibrium is satisfied. Conditions 3, 4 and the conditions imposed by
the rationing system ( l, L) follow from Theorem 3.2.

Q.E.D.

Notice that if ~ E[0,3) it cannot be guaranteed that for all i E I,,, there exists some
j E In such that h(q') C 0. Therefore the original proof of Drèze (1975) of the continuity
of the budget correspondence of consumer i E I,,, is not sufficient to prove the existence of
constrained equilibria corresponding with a E[0, 3).

Suppose that one of the commodities is a numeraire commodity. A constrained equilib-
rium without rationing of the numeraire commodity is also called a Drèze equilibrium. It
is easy to prove the existence of such a Drèze equilibrium with the aid of Theorem 3.4.

Corollary 3.5
Let one of the commodities be a numeraire commodity. Then there exists a Drèze equilibrium
ojthe economy E-({X', Y', w'};" r, P(p,p)) with rationing system (l, L) if Assumptions A1,
A2, A3, A4, and A5 are satisfied. -
Proof
Suppose commodity k E I„ is the numeraire commodity. Take .~ - 2 and apply Theorem
3.4. Then there exists a constrained equilibrium induced by some q' E Qk,2. Clearly, for

all i E 1,,,, lk (q",1u) G -wk and LA (q',1n) ~~r,~~ 1uA, and rousequently thc uumerairc~
commodity is not rationed.

Q.E.D.
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4 Existence of Extended Supply Constrained Equilibria

In van der Laan ( 1980) and Kurz ( 1982) it has been remarked that in real world economies
supply rationing occurs rnore frequently than demand rationing. Examples are the rationing
of labour supplied, resulting in unemployment, and quotas on the supply of agricultural
products. A supply constrained equilibrium is a constrained equilibrium without binding
rationing on the excess demand, while on one market there is no binding rationing at all.
The commodity of this last market can be chosen ex post as an unrationed numeraire
commodity. It is possible to give a generalization of the concept of a supply constrained
equilibrium. Let a vector a E Q be given. A constrained equilibrium where for each market
j E I„ the equilibrium pseudo price is less than or equal to a~ while on at least one market
k E I„ the pseudo-price is equal to ak is called an extended supply constrained equilibrium
with respect to ~r. In this way it can be modelled for example that on some markets a given
amount of rationing on excess dernand is allowed, or that on somc markets some rationing
on excess supply is present.

Deftne the n-dimensional unit simplex by Sn -{q E R~ ~~~-t q~ - 1}. Obviously,
S" is non-empty, convex, and compact. For i E Im, let w' E Int(X') C R~ be given.
Moreover, let ~,p E R~~ satisfying p C p be given. Then define Xi, i E I,,, as in the proof
of Theorem 3.4. Define the correspondence ~ from rj;"t X' into S" by

t~ (r 1 r.~~ )-~ y E.5.,~
m m

y.~(r.'-w')~y.~(r'-ta'),VyEh... V(rl r~,~)ET7,`.'

i-1 - i-1
i1-11

Lemma 4.1
For i E I,,,, let wi E Int(X i) C R~ and let p, p E R~} satisjying ~ C p be given. Then
the correspondence p from jI;̀ t X' into S" is upper sem:-continuous and p(z'-, ..., zm) i~
non-empty and convex Jor all (zt , .., xm) E]-[;̀ r X'. Further, ij (xt, ..., xm) E rj;̀ t X`
and Jor some g, h E I„ il hold.s thal ~;" r x'y -~;" r tU9 1~ì r xh -~~̀ t wh, then qh - 0
Jor a!! q E ti (x 1, ..., zn` ).
Proof
'l'he uon-empty valuedness and the upper scrni-continuity of l~ follow irnmediately using thc
maximum theorem. That p is convex valued is also easily verified. Finally, let g, h E In be
such that

m m

~ (x9 - w`y) i ~ (xh - wh) .
i-r i-1

Suppose qh ~ 0, then take q E S" as follows:

9~ - 9i,
~I9 - ~i9 f qh,
4n - 0.

j ~ 9,h,
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Ilcncc,

q.~(x'-w`)-9'~(x'-w`)f9h ~(xy-w9
i-1 i-1 i- 1

which is a contradiction.

i-1

i- wh) ) q.~

i-1

Q.E.D.

The existence of an extended supply constrained equilibria with respect to an arbitrary
a E Q is a consequence of the following theorem.

Theorem 4.2
Let 6e given the economy E-({Xi, Yi, wi};" 1, Ply pl) with rationing system (l, L) and let
the Assumptions A1, A2, A3, A4, and A5 be satisfied. Then for every a E Q there exists
an extended supply constrained equilibréum with re.spect to a,

(x.l~ . . . , x'.,`, l (4~`, w) , L (9~, w) , P(9~,p, P)) ,

of the economy E vrith rationing system (l, L), i.e. q' E Q is such that q' G a and for some
lC E rn, ~ik - ak.

Proof
Define the component j E I„ of the function J: S" -~ Q by

Ji (4) - aiqi } dq E Sn.
max{ql,-..,9n

Clearly f is a continuous function on Sn. Define the correspondence 6i : Sn ~ Xi by
bi (q) - ói ( f(q)) , where 6` is as defined in the proof of Theorem 3.4. Since f is continuous
on Sn and ói is upper semi-continuous on Q it follows that ói is upper semi-continuous on
S". Define the correspondence ~p : j-j;̀ 1 Xi x Sn --~ jj;" 1 JÍCi x Sn by

m m

(P (21, . . . i xm~ ~Í) - ~ b' (li) X t.l. (xl, . . . , 2m~ , b (21, . . . , xm, fÍ~ E ~ X` X Sn.

i-1 i-1

This correspondence is upper semi-continuous on j-j;" 1 X i x S" by Lemma 4.1 and the upper
semi-continuity of êi, Ví E I,,,. ror all (r.l,...,xm,q) E]-[;"1 X` x Sn, the convexity of the

set j~j;̀ 1 ói ( q) x~(xl, ..., xm) is guaranteed by Lemma 4.1 and the remarks made in the
proof of Theorem 3.4 with respect to the convexity of the set À i (q) . The set ni"1 ,t i x S"

is easily seen to be compact, convex, and non-empty. Hence all conditions of Kakutani's
fixed point theorem are satisfied and ~p has a fixed point

~~,i1 ' ' T,.m' ~`I

(~~Citrly

r" E h' ~9~) - 6i idlc~i').Z,n),ïiUC~~'),t~~), i,i(!1~`),,~,~,,,,i dl E ~mi ~~f~

m
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an d
q. E ~ (x. ~ . . , x'n`~ .

It will be shown that all the conditions o`f a constrained equilibrium are satisfied at

(x.i~...,x'n`,!(Í(9),w),L(f(9~),w),P(Í(9~),P,P)).

By (26) it is impli`ed that Condition 1 of a constrained equilibrium is satisfied.
Next Condition 2,

m m

ict i-1

is verified. By the same reasoning as in the proof of Theorem

~ x'i - ~ w' - 0 (27)

3.4 it holds that

m m

P~Í(9~),p,P)'~x"-P(f(9 ),P,P)'~w'.
i-1 i-~

Suppose there is some h E I„ such that

m m
~xh -~wj,GO.
i-1 i-1

Since p(f(q'),P,p) ~ p~ 0 it follows that there is a g E I„ such that

m m

~x9'-~w'y 10.
i-1 i-1

(28)

(29)

This and (29) imply according to Lemma 4.1 that qh - 0 which implies that fh ( q') - 0.
Consequently by (26) and Assumption A5, for all i E I,,,,

xh' - wh 1 !h (Í (9~) , w) - 0.

Then

a contradiction with (29). Ilence,

m m

~ xh' - ~ wh ~ 0,

i-t i-1

m m

~ x'i - ~ w` 1 0. (30)
i-1 i-1

All prices being positive, (28) and (30) imply (27). Using Theorem 3.2 the remaining
conditions of a constrained equilibrium follow. Define q' - f(q ). Then clearly q` G a and
for some k E I„ it holds that q~ -~k by the definition of f. -

Q.E.D.
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Notice that if min {aJ ~ j E I„} G 3 it cannot be guaranteed that for all i E I,,, there exists
some j E I„ such that h(q) C 0, for q E j(.S"). Therefore the original proof of Dr~ie (1975)
of thc cuul.iunity uf thc budget currrspundi~n~c~ caiuiot bc us~,d Lo provc th~~ ~~xistc~ncc uf
constrained equilibria if min {o~ ~ j E I„} G 3.

Recall that a supply constrained equilibrium is defined as a constrained equilibrium such
that there is no market with binding demand rationing and thcre is at least one market
without binding supply rationing. The existence of such a constrained equilibriurn is easily
shown using Theorem 4.2.

Corollary 4.3
There exists a supply constrained equilibrium of lhe economy F, - ({X`, ~', w'}m 1 , P~y,yl)

rnílh ralioníny syslern (l, 1,) ijnsxuneptiorrs ~11, AL'', na, n4, anrl n i are salisfierl. -
Proof

Take o- Zr" and apply Theorem 4.2. Then there exists an extended supply constrained
equilibriurn íuduced by some q' E Q satisfying q' G cr and for some k E In, qk - Z. Clearly
for all i E 1,,, and for all j E l,,, L~ (q', w) 1 ~h~; w~ , and for all i E I„1t lk (q', w) G -wk.
Hence commodity k is not rationed and all other commodities are not rationed in their
demand.

Q.E.D.

5 Existence of Extended Demand Constrained Equilibria

I~.ocent experiences in I:.rsteru I~;urope rnak~~ cli~ar that d~~mand constrain~d c~quilibria and
extended drmand constrained equilibria are int~~msting tuu. A de~rua.ud couxtraiui~~l r~yui-
librium is a constrained equilibrium without binding rationing on excess supply, while on
one market there is no binding demand rationing. The commodity of this last market can
be chosen ex post as an unrationed nurneraire cornmodity. It is possible to generalize the
concept of a demand constrained equilibrium. Let a vector A E Q be given. A constrained
equilibrium where the psuedo price on ea.ch market j E I„ is greater than or equal to A~
while on at least one market k E ~„ the pseudo-price is equal to ,Ok is called an extended
demand constrained equilibrium with respect to (3. The existence of an extended demand
constrained equilibria with respect to an arbitrary ~i E Q is shown in the following theorem.

Theorem 5.1
Let be given the economy E-({X', }`, w'};" 1, Ply,pl) with rationing system (l, L) and let
the Assumptions A1, A2, A~, A4, and A5 be salisfied. Then jor every Q E Q there exists
an extended demand constroined equilibrium with respect to ~3,

(x.i
...,x'n`,1(9~,w),L(q`,w),p(9~,p,P))

of the economy E with rationing system (l, I,), i.e. q' E Q is such that q' ~ Q and jor some

k E In~ qk - Qk.
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Pmof
Define the component j E In oí the function f: Sn -~ Q by

fi(4)-1- ( 1-Qi)4i },dqESn.
max{91,...,qn

Clearly f is a continuous function on Sn. Define the correspondence 6' : Sn ~ X' by
á' (q) - á` ( j(q)) , where á' is the correspondence defined in the proof of Theorem 3.4.
Since f is continuous on Sn and á' is upper semi-continuous on Q it follows that á` is upper
semi-continuous on Sn. Define the correspondence v from ]-j;" 1 X' into Sn by

v(xi, ..,x..`)- 1 qES"Iq.~(x'-w`)Cq.~`(x'-w'),dqES"' J ,`d(x~, ..,xm)ETTX~

ll ~ - i - :Li. :1-1i

In a similar way as in the proof of Lemma 4.1 it can be shown that v is non-empty and
convex valued, and upper semi-continuous. Moreover, if (xl, ..., xm) E jI;" 1 X' and for
some g, h E In it holds that ~;"1 xg -~;"1 wy ~~;` 1 xh - wh, then qy - 0, for all
q E v(xl,...,zm). Define the correspondence ip :~~`1 X' x Sn -. r[;' 1 X' x Sn by

m m
1 m- - ~j -i - 1 m 1 m- ~- i ny~ (x ,...,x ,4 jjá (q) x v x ,...,x , d x ,...,x ,q) E X x S.

~-i ~-i

This correspondence is upper semi-continuous on ji;̀ ~ X` x Sn by the remarks above and the
upper semi-continuity of À', `di E I,,,. Using the same argument as in the proof of Theorem
4.2 it is shown that for all (x~, ..., x"`, q) E]-[;" ~ X` x Sn the set ~m 1 á' (q) x v(x~, ..., xm)
is convex. Again all conditions of Kakutani's fixed point theorem are satisfied and ~p has a
fixed point ( x"1, ..., x'm, q') . Clearly

x"` E á'(4") - á~ (P(Í(4"),P,P),l'(j(4"),w),L'(Í (9~),w),w') , t1i E Im, (31)

and
Q~ E V (x"~, . . ., 2"m J .

It will be shown that all the conditions of a constrained equilibrium are satisfied at

(x.i ...,x~n`,f(f(9`),w),L(j(9 ),w),P(f(9"),p,P)).

By (31) ít is impli`ed that Condition 1 of a constrained equilibrium is satisfied.
Next Condition 2,

m

~ (x" - w`) - 0
~-i

is verified. By the same reasoning as in the proof of Theorem 4.2 it holds that

m m

P~Ï(4),p,P)'~x"' -P(Í(9),p,P) -~w`.
~-1 ~-1

(32)

(33)

'l'3



Suppose there is some h E I„ such that ~;" ~ 2h' -~m ~ wh c 0. Since p( f(q"), p, p) 7 p~ 0
it follows that there is a g E I„ such that

m m
~29
t-i

~ wy ~ 0. (34)
:-i

This implies according to the remarks made above that qy - 0 which implies that fy (q') -
1. Consequently by Assumption A5, for all i E 1,,,, x9` - w'y C Ly ( f(q') , w) - 0. Then
~m 1 29~ -~;̀ 1 wy C 0, a contradiction with (34). Hence, -

m

~2

.-i

m

-~T~'iU.
~-i

(35)

All prices being positive, ( 33) and (35) imply (32). Using Theorem 3.2 the remaining
conditions of a constrained equilibrium follow. Define q' - f(q") . Then clearly q' 1~3 and
for some k E I„ it holds that qk - Q,~ by the definition of f.

Q.E.D.

Notice that if max{p~ ~ j E I„} C 3 it cannot be guaranteed that for all i E 1,,, there

exists some j E In such that l~(q) G 0 for all q E f(Sn). In order to prove the existence

~if a ~~untitra.in~~~l i~quilibrimu for Lh~~s~~ valnrs ~if ~i Llio pr~~of nf th~~ ~~unl,inail.y of tbr~ hndgrt.

correspondeuce of llrèze (IJ75) cauuot be used.

Since a demand constrained equilibrium is defined as a constrained equilibrium such
that there is no market with binding supply rationing and there is at least one market
without binding demand rationing, the existence of such a constrained equilibrium is easily
shown using Theorem 5.1.

Corollary 5.2
There exists a demand constrained equilibrium of lhe economy E-({X', ~`, w`};"1, Ply,yl)

with rationing system (l, L) if Assumptions A1, A2, A,i, A.j, and A5 are satisfted. -
Proof
Take Q- Zt" and apply Theorem 5.1. Then thcre exists an extended demand constrained
equilibrium induced by some q' E Q satisfying q' 1 Q and for some k E I,,, qk - 2. Clearly
for all i E I,,, and for all j E I,,, !) (q', w) G -w}, and for all i E 1,,,, Lk (q`, w) ~~h~: u'k.
Hence commodity k is not rationed and all other commodities are not rationed in their
supply.

Q.E.D.

It should be noted that all possible constrained equilibria are obtained by the correspon-
dences used in the Theorems 3.4, 4.2, and 5.1, whose fixed points are constrained equilibria.
By Theorem 3.3, every constrained equilibrium for some economy E with rationing system
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(l, L) can be written as

(x.i
...,x".`,l(9~,w),L(9~,w),P(4~,p,P))

for some q' E Q. Such a`constrained equilibrium satisfies the conditions of Theorem 3.4 for
every k E I„ and .~ equal to qk. It satisfies the Conditions of Theorem 4.2 for every a E Q
satisfying a~ q' and for some k E I,,, ak - qk. It also satisfies the Conditions of Theorem
5.1 for every A E Q satisíying Q C q' and for some k E I,,, ,Qk - qk.

6 The Upper Semi-Continuity of the Equilibrium Corre-
spondence

For all consumers i E I,,,, suppose the consumption set X' and the preference relation
Y' is given. Moreover suppose the rationing system (l, L) is given. In this section it is
shown that the equilibrium correspondence, which assigns to every specification of initial
endowments and set of admissible prices the set of all constrained equilibrium allocations,
is upper semi-continuous. Define the equilibrium correspondence L: R x Ij;" 1 Int (X') by

ï(r, w) - {(xl, .., x"`) I3q E Q, 3p E Pr such that ( xl, ..., xn`, l(q, w), L(q, w),P)

is a constrained equilibrium for the economy E-({X`, ~', w'};`~, Pf)
m

with rationing system (l, L)} , d(r, w) E R x ~ Int(X`).
t-i

By Theorem 3.3 it is guaranteed that L(r, w) contains all constrained equilibrium allocations
for the set of admíssible prices Pr and initial endowments w. In order to prove the upper
semi-continuity of the equilibrium correspondence, one additional assumption has to be
made.

A8. The functions Í: Q x jj;" 1 Int (X') -~ -R}" and L : Q x jj;" ~ Int (X`) -. R~" are
continuous.

Theorem 6.1
F'or all i E 1,,, let the consumption set X` satisjy Assumption A1, the prejerence relation
~` satisjy Assumption A2, and let the rationing system (l, L) satisjy Assumptions A5 and
A6. Then the eorrespondenre E: R x [I;̀ ~ Int (X `) -~ [};" ~ X` is upher semi-continuous.
Proof
It will be shown that L is upper semi-continuous at every point (r, w) E R x j~[;" 1 lnt (X') .
By Theorem 3.4, 4.2, or 5.1, E(r, w) ~~. Moreover, E is easily seen to be compact
valued. Let ((r', w'))aEN be a sequence in R x ji;̀ 1 Int (X') converging to (r, w). Let
((xl',...,x"`')),EN be a sequence with (xi',...,xm') E t; (r',w'). It has to be shown that
there is a converging subsequence of the sequence ((xl',...,xn`')),EN whose limit belongs
to f. (r,ru). I~ur wc~ry s E N thcrc is a q' E Q such that

(x~', . . . , xn`',1(q', w') , L ( q', w') , P (q', r')1

2.5



is a constrained equilibrium for the economy E -({X', ~', w'' };" „P,,) with rationing sys-
tem (l, L). Consider the sequence ( (2~', ..,xm',q'))sEN- Smce Q is bounded the sequence

(q"),EN is bounded. For all h E 1,,,, sincc

m m
OCxh' C~w`'-.~w`,

t-i ~-i

it follows also that the sequence (xh' ),EN is bounded. Therefore the sequence ((xl', .. ., xm', q')),EN

haS a convergent subsequence, (( x~'~, ..., xm'' , qs` ))tEN with limit, say ( xl, ..., xm, q) . IL

will be shown that
(x~, ..., xn`, l(q, w), L(q, w),P(q, r))

satisfies all the conditions of a constrained equilibrium for the economy E - ({X', ~',
w'}~! ~, Pr) with rationing system ( l, L). By Assumptions A1 and A5 it is obvious that

m m m

(xl, . ,xn`,l(q,tn),~ ( q,ur),V(q,r)) E ~.X` x ~-R~ x ~Rf x Ir.
~-1 ~-1 ;-1

Using 'I'hcorem 2.2 and the maximum thcorem it follows that evcry ó' is upper semi-
continuous on R x-li.} x It~ x[nt (X') . Using Assumption A6 it is casily secn that l is
a continuous function írom Q x~;̀ 1 Int (X') into -R~" and I', is a continuous function
from Q x]-[;' 1 Int (X') into R~". Moreover p is a continuous function from Q x R into
Rt~. Therefore for every i E I„~ the correspondence ó' : Q x R x r[;̀ 1 Int (X') into X'
defined by

m

ó` (q, r, w) - ó' (P (q, r) , l` (q, w) , L` (4, w) , w') , 1~ (q, r, w) E Q x R x~ Int (X') ,
~- I

is upper semi-continuous on Q x R x ji;"llnt(X'). Since (q'`,r'`,w'`) -~ (q,r,w) and

x`'~ -~ x' it holds by the upper semi-continuity of ó' that

x' E ó` (q, r, w) - ó` (P (q, r) , l` (q, w) , L' (q, w) , w') , bi E!„a.

So Condition 1 of a constrained equilibrium is satisfied. Clearly ~;" ~ x' - limty~ ~;̀ 1 x`'~ -

limiyoo ~;"1 w''~ -~;` t w', thereby giving Condition 2. By Theorem 3.2 the remaining
conditions oi a constrained equilibrium are satisfied.

Q.E.D.
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zieningsproblematiek van bedrijven in de procesindustrie
Refereed by Prof.dr. Th.M.M. Verhallen
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556 Ton Geerts
Regularity and singularity in linear-quadratic control subject to
implicit continuous-time systems
Communicated by Prof.dr. J. Schumacher

557 Ton Geerts
Invariant subspaces and invertibility properties for singular sys-
tems: the general case
Communicat.ed by Pruf'.dr. J. Schumacher

558 Ton Geerts
Solvability conditions, consistency and weak consistency for linear
differential-algebraic equations and time-invariant singular systems:
the general case
Communicated by Prof.dr. J. Schumacher

559 C. Fricker and M.R. Jaïbi
Monotonicity and stability of periodic polling models
Communicated by Prof.dr.ir. O.J. Boxma

560 Ton Geerts
Free end-point linear-quadratic control subject to implicit conti-
nuous-time systems: necessary and sufficient conditions for solvabil-
ity
Communicated by Prof.dr. J. Schumacher

561 Paul G.H. Mulder and Anton L. Hempenius
Expected Utility of Life Time in the Presence of a Chronic Noncom-
municable Disease State
Communicated by Prof.dr. B.B. van der Genugten

562 Jan van der Leeuw
The covariance matrix of ARMA-errors in closed form
Communicated by Dr. H.H. Tigelaar

563 J.P.C. Blanc and R.D. van der Mei
Optimization of polling systems with Bernoulli schedules
Communicated by Prof.dr.ir. O.J. Boxma

564 B.B. van der Genugten
Density of the least squares estimator in the multivariate linear
model with arbitrarily normal variables
Communicated by Prof.dr. M.H.C. Paardekooper

565 René van den Brink, Robert P. Gilles
Measuring Domination in Directed Graphs
Communicated by Prof.dr. P.H.M. Ruys

566 Harry G. Barkema
The significance of work incentives from bonuses: some new evidence
Communicated by Dr. Th.E. Nijman
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567 Rob de Groof and Martin van Tuijl
Commercial integration and fiscal policy in interdependent, finan-
cially integrated two-sector economies with real and nominal wage
rigidity.
Communicated by Prof.dr. A.L. Bovenberg

568 F.A. van der Duyn Schouten, M.J.G. van Eijs, R.M.J. Heuts
The value of information in a fixed order quantity inventory system
Communicated by Prof.dr. A.J.J. Talman

569 E.N. Kertzman
Begrotingsnormering en EMU
Communicated by Prof.dr. J.W. van der Dussen

570 A. van den Elzen, D. Talman
Finding a Nash-equilibrium in noncooperative N-person games by
solving a sequence of linear stationary point problems
Communicated by Prof.dr. S.H. Tijs

571 Jack P.C. Kleijnen
Verification and validatíon of models
Communicated by Prof.dr. F.A. van der Duyn Schouten

572 Jack P.C. Kleijnen and Willem van Groenendaal
Two-stage versus sequential sample-size determination in regression
analysis of simulation experiments

573 Pieter K. Jagersma
Het management van multinationale ondernemingen: de concernstructuur

574 A.L. Hempenius
Explaining Changes in External Funds. Part One: Theory
Communicated by Prof.Dr.Ir. A. Kapteyn

575 J.P.C. Blanc, R.D. vsn der Mei
Optimization of Polling Systems by Means of Gradient Methods
and the Power-Series Algorithm
Communicated by Prof.dr.ir. O.J. Boxma

576 Herbert Hamers
A silent duel over a cake
Communicated by Prof.dr. S.H. Tijs

577 Gerard van der Laan, Dolf Talman, Hans Kremers
On the existence and computation of an equilibrium in an economy with
constant returns to scale production
Communicated by Prof.dr. P.H.M. Ruys

578 R.Th.A. Wagemakers, J.J.A. Moors, M.J.B.T. Janssens
Characterizing distributions by quantile measures
Communicated by Dr. R.M.J. Heuts
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579 J. Ashayeri, W.H.L. van Esch, R.M.J. Heuts
Amendment of Heuts-Selen's Lotsizing and Sequencing Heuristic for
Single Stage Process Manufacturing Systems
Communicated by Prof.dr. F.A. van der Duyn Schouten

580 H.G. Barkema
The Impact of Top Management Compensation Structure on Strategy
Communicated by Prof.dr. S.W. Douma

581 Jos Benders en Freek Aertsen
Aan de lijn of aan het lijntje: wordt slank produceren de mode?
Communicated by Prof.dr. S.W. Douma

582 Willem Haemers
Distance Regularity and the Spectrum of Graphs
Communicated by Prof.dr. M.H.C. Paardekooper

583 Jalal Ashayeri, Behnam Pourbabai, Luk van Wassenhove
Strategic Marketing, Production, and Distribution Planning of an
Integrated Manufacturing System
Communicated by Prof.dr. F.A. van der Duyn Schouten

584 J. Ashayeri, F.H.P. Driessen
Integration of Demand Management and Production Planning in a
Batch Process Manufacturing System: Case Study
Communicated by Prof.dr. F.A. van der Duyn Schouten

585 J. Ashayeri, A.G.M. van Eijs, P. Nederstigt
Blending Modelling in a Process Manufacturing System
Communicated by Prof.dr. F.A. van der Duyn Schouten

586 J. Ashayeri, A.J. Westerhof, P.H.E.L. van Alst
Application of Mixed Integer Programmíng to
A Large Scale Logistics Problem
Communicated by Prof.dr. F.A, van der Duyn Schouten
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